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QUESTION 1

A Linux administrator is testing a new web application on a local laptop and consistently shows the following 403 errors
in the laptop\\'s logs: 

The web server starts properly, but an error is generated in the audit log. Which of the following settings should be
enabled to prevent this audit message? 

A. httpd_can_network_connect = 1 

B. httpd_enable_scripting = 1 

C. httpd_enable_homedirs = 1 

D. httpd_enable_cgi = 1 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

A system ran out of storage space on a particular mount and will not allow anything to be written to disk. The df
command shows there are 6GB free on the mount, and there is no inode exhaustion. This issue has happened before
due to a known large log file that was not being rotated. The administrator remembers the file name but cannot
remember the location of the log file or which process is writing to it. Which of the following would be the BEST solution
to correct this issue while maintaining availability? 

A. Use the lsof command to find where the large log file is located and truncate it 

B. Use the locate command to find where the large log file is located and delete it 

C. Use the du command to find where the large log file is located and delete it 

D. Use the ps command to find which process is writing to the log file, and then kill and restart the process 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

A Linux server has multiple IPs. A Linux administrator needs to verify if the HTTP server port is bound to the correct IP.
Which of the following commands would BEST accomplish this task? 

A. route 

B. host 

C. nslookup 

D. netstat 
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E. ip 

Correct Answer: D 

Reference: https://www.tecmint.com/find-listening-ports-linux/ 

 

QUESTION 4

An administrator receives an alarm because the disk of one of the sewers is running out of space. Which of the following
commands can be used to see the space that each partition is using? 

A. df -h 

B. du -scg / 

C. fdisk -l 

D. fsck / 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

Which of the following servers provides encrypted tunnel SOCKS services? 

A. SNMP 

B. VPN 

C. CA 

D. SSH 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 6

An administrator is troubleshooting an application that has failed to start after the server was rebooted. Noticing the data
volume is not mounted, the administrator attempts to mount it and receives this error: 

Upon checking the logical volume status, the administrator receives this information: 
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Which of the following can be said about the data logical volume, and how can this problem be resolved? 

A. The logical volume is not active. The administrator should make it active with lvchange -ay /dev/ datavg/datalv and
then mount it. 

B. The logical volume file system has become corrupted. The administrator should repair it with xfs_repair
/dev/datavg/datalv and then mount it. 

C. The logical volume is OK but the /dev special files are missing. The administrator should recreate them by running
/dev/MAKEDEV. 

D. The file system is read-only. The administrator should remount it as read-write with the command mount -o
remount.rw /data. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 7

A Linux administrator is updating iptables rules and is given the following tasks: 

1. 

Output a list of iptables rules. 

2. 

Remove all iptables rules. 

Which of the following actions should be performed from the terminal console to accomplish these tasks? (Choose
two.) 

A. iptables -F 

B. iptables -L 

C. iptables -I 

D. iptables -C 

E. iptables -A 

F. iptables -N 

Correct Answer: AB 
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Reference: https://www.digitalocean.com/community/tutorials/how-to-list-and-delete-iptables-firewall-rules 

 

QUESTION 8

A storage administrator added a new primary partition to a drive and wants to create a filesystem without rebooting.
Which of the following commands will allow this to happen? 

A. fdisk 

B. fsck2 

C. partprobe 

D. parted 

Correct Answer: D 

Reference: https://www.gnu.org/software/parted/manual/html_chapter/parted_2.html 

 

QUESTION 9

Joe, a member of the accounting group on a Linux system, is unable to write a file called "taxes" in the accounting
shared directory. The ownership and permissions on the directory and file are as follows: 

accounting drwxrw-r-- user = ann, group = accounting taxes -rw-r--r-- , user = ann, group = accounting Which of the
following commands would allow Joe to write to the file? (Choose two.) 

A. chmod g+x accounting 

B. chmod 777 taxes 

C. chgrp taxes accounting 

D. chgrp accounting taxes 

E. chmod 774 accounting 

F. chmod u+x accounting 

Correct Answer: AF 

Reference: https://www.pluralsight.com/blog/it-ops/linux-file-permissions 

 

QUESTION 10

A corporate server security policy states, "Ensure password hashes are not readable by non-administrative users." The
administrator should check the permissions on which of the following files to ensure the server satisfies this policy? 

A. /etc/shadow 

B. /etc/passwd 
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C. /etc/group 

D. /etc/security/limits.conf 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 11

An administrator clones a Git repository onto a local laptop. While inspecting the code, the administrator notices a bug
and wants to fix it. Which of the following is the BEST command for the administrator to use to test a patch for the script
prior to updating the version saved in master? 

A. init 

B. branch 

C. stash 

D. commit 

E. merge 

Correct Answer: D 

Reference: https://towardsdatascience.com/15-git-commands-you-should-learn-before-your-very-first-project-
f8eebb8dc6e9 

 

QUESTION 12

A Linux administrator needs to add some files in a directory to the Git repository but must exclude some local .tmp files
that are occasionally created by the scripts. 

Which of the following is the BEST way to accomplish this task? 

A. git rm .tmp 

B. git add -x .tmp * 

C. echo .tmp >> .gitignore 

D. rm -rf .tmp 

Correct Answer: C 

Reference: https://stackoverflow.com/questions/46383506/add-files-to-gitignore-directly-from-git-shell 

 

QUESTION 13

Which of the following configuration management tools is considered agentless? 

A. Puppet 
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B. Salt 

C. Ansible 

D. Chef 

Correct Answer: C 

Reference: https://www.intigua.com/blog/puppet-vs.-chef-vs.-ansible-vs.-saltstack 

 

QUESTION 14

A Linux administrator built a GitLab server. Later that day, a software engineer tried to access the server to upload the
repository during the final step of installation. The software engineer could not access the website. Which of the
following firewall rules would allow access to this site? 

A. iptables -A INPUT -p tcp -m multiport --dports 80,443 -m conntrack -cstate NEW, ESTABLISHED -j ACCEPT 

B. iptables -A INPUT -p tcp -m multiport --dports 80,443 -m conntrack -cstate ESTABLISHED -j ACCEPT 

C. iptables -A INPUT -p tcp -m multiport --dports 80,443 -m conntrack -cstate RELATED, ESTABLISHED -j ACCEPT 

D. iptables -A INPUT -p tcp -m multiport --dports 80,443 -m conntrack -cstate NEW, ESTABLISHED -j REJECT 

Correct Answer: C 

Reference: https://serverfault.com/questions/578730/when-using-iptables-firewall-rules-why-assert-new- state-on-all-
allowed-ports 

 

QUESTION 15

The following represents a partial listing of a user\\'s .bashrc file: 

HISTSIZE=800 HISTFILESIZE=1000 umask 2002 HISTCONTROL=ignoreboth 

When the user opens a terminal, an error message appears: 

Octal number out of range 

Which of the following lines in the partial .bashrc should be modified to prevent the error from occurring? 

A. HISTSIZE=800 

B. HISTFILESIZE=1000 

C. umask 2002 

D. HISTCONTROL=ignoreboth 

Correct Answer: C 
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